The ViperONE fluid lines need to be cleaned at least twice a week utilizing Viper Anti-Venom Maintenance Solution. This promotes a healthy, clean, and properly operating ViperONE.

**STEP 1:** Make sure the Pressure Container is not pressurized. Empty the water from the Cleaning Pressure Container and fill container with at least .5 liter of Anti-Venom Maintenance Solution.

**STEP 2:** Tighten the lid back on the Pressure Container. Close the Air Relief Valve and connect the Fluid Line and Air Lines from the ViperONE to the Pressure Container.

**STEP 3:** Reconnect the air compressor to the Pressure Container.

**STEP 4:** Remove one of the windows and position the ViperONE Purge Container underneath the plastic spray tip.

**STEP 5:** Press the PURGE button and hold for 5 seconds. Repeat 3-5 times. When done, remove the Purge Container and dispose of waste accordingly. **DO NOT ALLOW THE ANTI-VENOM MAINTENANCE SOLUTION TO SPRAY INTO THE GUTTERS INSIDE THE VIPERONE.**

**STEP 6:** Remove the air compressor connection from the Pressure Container. Next, release the pressure in the container by opening the Air Relief Valve.

**STEP 7:** Empty the Pressure Container. Thoroughly rinse the container with water to remove any residue of Anti-Venom Maintenance Cleaning Solution.

**STEP 8:** Fill the Pressure Container with distilled water and Repeat Steps 1-6. The distilled water will flush the Anti-Venom Maintenance Solution from the fluid lines.

**STEP 9:** Leave the water in the ViperONE until the next time you are ready to run the ViperONE to pre-treat more garments.